Abstract: Thermography of the breast has been shown to be well suited to detect early signs of breast cancer. This study proposes a novel method for boundary detection of breast thermography images using directional SUSAN method. Among breast thermography image processing steps, breast isolation from background and from each other is an essential stage for proper detection of breast cancer. For this purpose, in this study, breast boundary is grouped into three regions depending on the region property. The algorithm of boundary detection is different for each region. Specially, for bottom breast boundary, directional SUSAN edge detector is presented that uses two rectangle masks to create a directional SUSAN gradient image with emphasis on oblique useful edges and omitting undesirable ones. Then cubic parabolic interpolation is implemented to determine a set of edge points on the boundaries. At last, an effective search algorithm is executed to correct some false points in order to extract breast boundaries accurately. The performance of the proposed approach illustrated by applying on the images of three databases. Experimental results show that this method acts effectively and confirm the accurate boundary detection. Moreover, statistical measures are calculated to indicate the remarkable capabilities of the proposed approach.
Introduction

Breast thermography
Breast cancer is the second leading-cause of death all over the world. It starts in the breast cells of both women and men. Worldwide, breast cancer is the second most common type of cancer after lung cancer [1] and is harmful if it is diagnosed late. Early detection of breast cancer is the key to improve survival rate [2] . Women diagnosed between ages 40-49 years are the major victims having about 25% of all breast cancer deaths [3] . In order to increase accuracy of breast cancer detection; there are many different diagnosis tools. Among all techniques, mammography is the most popular one. However, it has some major disadvantages such as effects of X-ray, its harm to body, pressure on the breast tissues and invasive [1] . As a matter of fact, a complementary tool for early detection without these disadvantages is needed. It is claimed that thermography can be used as a screening tool with ability to diagnose breast cancer at least ten years in advance [1] . As a matter of fact, thermography detects the abnormal signs that mammography and other structural technologies are not able to handle the same task [4] .
Infrared radiation is emitted from objects with a temperature above absolute zero [5] and the amount of this radiation increases with temperature [6] . The higher an object's temperature, the more intense infrared radiation it emits [5, 7] . Thermography uses an infrared camera to capture the infrared energy radiated off from human skin to quantify body surface temperature. Thermography or infrared imaging does not entail the use of ionising radiation, venous access, or other invasive procedures. It is economic, quick and painless and the examination poses no harm to the patient [8] .
Investigation of skin temperature distribution provides information on both normal and abnormal breasts [9] . Pre-cancerous and cancerous tissues have a higher metabolic rate resulting in growth of new blood vessels supplying nutrients to the fast growing cancer cells. Accordingly, the temperature of the area surrounding pre-cancerous and cancerous breast tissues is higher when compared with the normal ones [1] . With considering this fact, monitoring the temperature can help to diagnose cancerous regions. Hence thermography is one of the best choices for early detection of breast cancer and then mammography or biopsy is advised for suspicious cases. Breast thermography is a potential early detection method for breast cancer. It is effective for women with all ages as well as with all sizes of breasts, fibrocystic breasts and breasts with dense tissue, pregnant or nursing women. It has high portability and real time imaging capability. It is also useful for monitoring the breast after surgery [10] . In the other, analyses of breast thermograms are still a challenging task primarily due to the limitations such as low contrast, low signal to noise ratio and absence of clear edges [11] .
The first step after acquiring the image is to separate the important elements, that is, to obtain the region of interest (ROI). Two common representations of the ROI are by its boundary or area [12] . The ROI segmentation in IR images is intended to separate the regions of the breast from the rest of the image. In fact, boundary detection of breast thermal images is the first and one of the most important step to be done on the image; without finding the edge successfully, much of the information used in the diagnosis stage will not be accurate enough [9] . In order to find breast regions, isolation of two breasts from background and from each other is necessary. Due to the difficulty in developing fully automatic systems, most researchers prefer the manual or semi-automatic ROI extraction [13] .
Related works
Various breast thermography image boundary detection techniques have been reported in the last four decades. Details are given in the following.
In [9] Yin-Kwee Ng et al. have presented a segmentation approach based on active contours. In their study after preprocessing, gradient vector flow snake is used to detect the boundary of the breasts.
Koay et al. [14] have proposed a semi-automated segmentation method. Edge detection was done using Canny algorithm after
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IET Image Process., pp. 1-9 1 contrast enhancement. It was hypothesised that the centre of mass of all the edges was likely located within the breast area. In [15] Scales et al. have focused on the segmentation method which in the first stage, manual removal of top body edges and waistline is done and then edge detection via applying series of Canny algorithm is performed. Detection of bottom breast boundaries either with a connected edge detector or the Hough transform is carried out. Then second order interpolation of curves found in previous steps is applied. Continuously, regions with highest curvature in left and right body edges are detected.
Qi et al. in [16] have reported an automated segmentation technique using Canny edge detector. Then left and right body boundary curves and two lower boundaries of the breasts were identified using Hough transform.
Etehadtavakol et al. [17] have presented a method for segmentation used Canny edge detector. They considered nine initial points manually and calculate average points after preprocessing. Then the point with maximum curvature was selected and connected to the first and last averaged points. They used linear interpolation to estimate bottom breast boundaries.
In [12] a new evaluation measure is presented for comparing biomedical regions of interest in segmentation of digital images. In [12] , LSF and BSP methods are applied on the breast thermography images and statistical measures are used to evaluate the boundaries extracted in comparison with that of ground truth.
As stated, in the most previous breast thermography boundary detection works, Canny algorithm is used for estimation of breast boundaries. Accordingly, this method is sensitive to noise. However, it is accurate in detecting edges. Moreover, in the most reported works, Hough transform is used for estimation of bottom breast boundaries. This method is too sensitive to small changes in curvature or concavity that can lead to determine many false edges [15] .
In the last five decades, many different image processing algorithms have been proposed for edge detection such as Canny, Soble, SUSAN, Prewitt and so on. The SUSAN edge detector is very different from other well-known methods. It does not use image derivatives and noise reduction is not needed [18] . Since this method does not use image derivatives, it has less sensitivity to image noises [19] .
Considering above mentioned advantages of SUSAN algorithm, it is used for edge detection in medical images. For example this method has been applied for corner detection of teeth image [20] and for boundary detection in MRI images [21] .
Purpose of the research
The aim of this paper is to describe a novel method for boundary detection of breast thermogram based on directional SUSAN edge detector in order to extract bottom breast boundaries. In this work, breast boundary is grouped into three regions: T, S and C as shown in Fig. 1 . Depending on the region property, the algorithm of boundary detection is different for each one as will be discussed in the following.
In this work, at first step Hough transform, which is proper for detecting circles, is used to find the centre point of each breast following manual removal of the armpits. Then a set of initial edge points for each breast is automatically calculated. Furthermore, SUSAN edge detector is applied to create directional SUSAN gradient (DSG) image with emphasis on useful edges and omitting undesirable ones in regions S and T. In the proposed directional SUSAN edge detector, two rectangle masks are applied to obtain oblique boundaries of left and right breasts. At second step, cubic parabolic interpolation is used and accordingly, a set of points on bottom breast boundaries is determined. Post processing of the points is carried out to correct undesirable pixels in the third stage. Continuously leftmost and rightmost points of breast boundaries, which are localised in regions C as presented in Fig. 1 , are detected using Canny algorithm. Finally intersection point of the outermost boundaries and the set of points on bottom breast boundaries is calculated and as a result, the final breast edge points are determined. The main features of the proposed boundary detection method in this work are: † Since in this scheme breast boundary is grouped in to three regions and the algorithm of boundary detection is different for each part depending on the region property, simulation results show that this method can properly extract breast boundaries with overall higher yield. For instance the algorithm has the ability to determine the boundaries effectively in the middle of two breasts, region T in Fig. 1 . Moreover, the results of this investigation show the strength of this study for determination of acceptable bottom breast boundaries, region S in Fig. 1 . † In an attempt to assess the validity of this study, the presented scheme is applied on the images of three databases. † In the proposed approach, simplicity and also non-sensitivity to small changes in curvature or concavity are the most important characteristics for segmentation of breast thermography images. † Statistical measures for evaluation of boundary detection algorithms are calculated to indicate the remarkable capabilities of the proposed approach.
Paper organisation
In Section 2 SUSAN edge detector is explained and in addition, directional SUSAN algorithm is reviewed. The proposed approach is covered in Section 3 and stages are described in detail. In Section 4 simulation results and also quantitative and qualitative analysis have been provided to verify the performance and capability of the proposed algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, concluding remarks are given.
SUSAN edge detector
Edge detection is a well-developed field in image processing and it is used for boundary detection. There are many edge detection methods such as Canny, Soble, Prewitt, SUSAN and so on.
SUSAN algorithm described in [22] follows the usual method of taking an image and using a predetermined window centred on each pixel in the image, applying a locally acting set of rules to give an edge response. This response is then processed to give as the output a set of edges [22] . The SUSAN edge finder has been implemented using circular mask or USAN which is known as window, kernel or structure element to give edge responses [23] . The area of the USAN conveys the most important information about structure of the image in the region around any pixel. The concept of the USAN is the principle of the SUSAN [20] to acquire edge boundaries. In the implementation, digital approximations to circles have been used.
After designing the mask, it is placed at each point in the image and, for each point within the mask the brightness is compared with the nucleus. Originally a simple equation shown as (1) determined this comparison [22] .
where r 0 is the position of the nucleus in two-dimensional image, r is the position of any other point in the mask, I(r) and I(r 0 ) are the brightness of pixels r and r 0 , respectively, and t is the threshold. Conceptually parameter t determines the minimum contrast of features which will be detected and also the maximum amount of noise which will be ignored and C(r, r 0 ) is the output of the comparison [24] . Through following stages, a running total n(r 0 ) is obtained.
Total n(r 0 ) in (2) is just the number of pixels in the USAN with intensity close to the centre. Next n(r 0 ) is compared with a fixed threshold g (the geometric threshold) which is usually set to 3 × n max /4 where n max is the maximum value that n(r 0 ) can take. Then edge response is created using (3) as follows
In (3) R(r 0 ) is the edge response. This is clearly a simple formulation of the SUSAN principle, that is, the smaller the SUSAN area, the larger the edge response. As a result, pixels on and near to an edge are detected by the SUSAN algorithm. The higher intensity distance a pixel has with an edge, the lower n(r 0 ) is set for it and the higher value is set as an output of function (3) . In this work, since the output image of directional SUSAN algorithm is sufficient to find the breast boundaries, the edge enhancement method is not applied. Details of proposed work based on SUSAN algorithm explain in Section 3.
Directional SUSAN edge detection method
In this study, a novel approach called directional SUSAN edge detector is presented to determine the bottom breast boundaries, which are localised in regions S and T in Fig. 1 . SUSAN edge detector is able to determine edges in all directions. As a matter of fact, output image of SUSAN algorithm depends on the mask characteristics. Accordingly, by selecting the size and shape of the mask correctly, directional edge detector can be produced. For instance in the proposed directional SUSAN edge detector, two 9 × 9 rectangle masks are selected, each one contains a 3 × 9 rectangles of '1's in directions 45 and 135°, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . These masks are implemented to obtain oblique boundaries of left and right breasts, respectively. The rotation angles of these masks have been chosen based on the direction of the oblique boundaries of right and left breasts, while the size of mask can be variable. In fact, the mask size affects execution time which larger masks takes long time for execution. As a result, an output image is calculated for each mask and then they are added to build an image containing the oblique right and left breasts boundaries. We call this image DSG image.
Generally speaking, the proposed approach begins with removing armpits manually and then a set of initial points are calculated for each breast using Hough transform. After that, directional SUSAN algorithm is used and accordingly, DSG image is produced.
Then cubic parabolic interpolation is applied on the DSG image to determine a collection of edge points. Suppose that image shown in Fig. 3a is a DSG image and extracted edge points are shown with dashed line in Fig. 3b . It is seen that after interpolation stage, there are some points out of edge boundaries. In Fig. 3c this kind of jumps are shown with blue ellipses.
Therefore post processing is needed to correct created jumps and determine points on the actual edge. To determine the neighbours of disconnected pixels, we make use of Canny gradient image. However, Canny gradient image is used to determine breast boundary in region C in Fig. 1 , in the next stage. Finally, the intersection of left and right breast boundaries determines the midpoint between two breasts and consequently, two breasts are separated from each other. According to Fig. 4 , we present the steps of the proposed method which follows by the details:
Step 1: (a) Calculating initial points for each breast in breast thermogram (Fig. 4, Step 1, first block) . (b) Constructing DSG image from breast thermography image (Fig. 4, Step 1, second block) . (c) Constructing Canny gradient image from breast thermography image (Fig. 4, Step 1, third block).
Step 2: (d) Applying cubic parabolic interpolation to determine a set of bottom breast boundaries (Fig. 4, Step 2, first block).
Step 3: (e) Post processing the set of points in order to omit disconnected regions and find longest connected edge points, in regions S and T, obtained in step D (Fig. 4, Step 3, first block). (f) Calculating sets of leftmost and rightmost edge points, in region C, by means of Canny gradient image (Fig. 4, Step 3, second block).
Step 4: (g) Calculating intersection of the sets determined in stages E and F (Fig. 4, Step 4, first block).
In Fig. 4 block diagram of the proposed method is shown and complete explanation is as following.
Calculating initial points for each breast in breast thermogram
In this stage, circle Hough transform is applied for each breast in order to acquire a set of initial points. As a result, two maximum accumulated points are determined as the centres of each breast. Next five initial points for each breast are determined: two points in bottom of the breast and three points between left and right breasts (Fig. 4, Step 1, first block).
Constructing DSG image from breast thermography image
As shown in Fig. 4, Step 1, second block, SUSAN edge detector by using two directional masks is applied on the main image, which extracts oblique boundaries in regions S and T of left and right breasts. Next these two output images are added to construct DSG image.
Constructing Canny gradient image from breast thermography image
Canny edge detector is applied to the breast thermography image that produce Canny gradient image. This is an auxiliary image (Fig. 4, Step 1, third block) and is used in stages E and F.
Applying cubic parabolic interpolation to determine a set of bottom breast boundaries
In this stage, cubic parabolic interpolation (Fig. 4, Step 2, first block) is applied for estimation of points between five initial ones calculated in first step. Interpolation is applied on DSG image. Fig. 3b , which there are discontinuities. Therefore it is necessary to set the points on the boundaries in regions S and T. To this end, Canny gradient image is used as an input of this stage. Then, determination of discontinuity is carried out by defining labelled pixel. If row distance between two consecutive pixels is more than a threshold, that pixel is labelled. For example pixels a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , c 1 and c 2 are labelled in Fig. 5 . Then, if the number of pixels between two consecutive labelled pixels, which localise the discontinuities, is lower than a threshold, the pixels are detected as one disconnected region; otherwise the pixels are assumed to be on the connected boundaries. Next, in the output edge set, a search algorithm is applied to obtain a set of longest connected edge points for each breast. The algorithm calculates the connectivity between pixels on the boundary. Accordingly, if the labelled disconnected pixel in region S in Fig. 1 , has a neighbour in Canny gradient image, this neighbour is a candidate for connection. The neighbours of pixel X which are used are shown in Fig. 6 , considering the priority consecutively in parenthesis. The priority of neighbour pixels for testing a connection is different for each half of the breast. In the first half of the breast, neighbours E, D, and C are considered as high to low priority, respectively, and for the second half of the breast, the high to low priority is considered as B, A, and C. If none of the neighbours in Canny gradient image are connected to current pixel, the distance between current and previous pixel on the boundary is calculated and considered for the position of the next pixel. Finally, the correct pixels existing in region S are determined. Since breast boundaries in region T, which located between two breasts, are not clearly determined in main breast thermography image and also in DSG one, the last part of the algorithm is not able to determine the breast boundaries in region T. To this end for right breast, the last pixel on the connected edge near the midpoint, set as the current pixel. Next, a line is drawn with tangent to slope of the line that connects boundary by using the slope of 20 previous pixels on the boundaries as shown in Fig. 7 .
For the left breast pixel on the connected edge near the midpoint, is set as the current pixel. Then from this current pixel a line is drawn with tangent to slope of the line that connects boundary by using the slope of 30 following pixels on the boundaries. Finally, the intersection of left and right breast boundaries determines the midpoint between two breasts and consequently by this determined point, two breasts are separated from each other.
Calculating sets of leftmost and rightmost edge points, in region C by means of Canny gradient image
In this stage Canny gradient image is used in order to find edge pixels in region C which are on the outermost boundary (Fig. 4, Step 3, second block).
Calculating intersection of the sets determined in stages E and F
In this stage, intersection of edges found in stages E and F is calculated. At last the three segments of edges found as T, S and C are fused together to form the final result. (Fig. 4, Step 4, first block).
Simulation results and discussion
Databases
In an attempt to show the strength of the presented method, we applied our algorithm on images of the following databases.
(i) Database 1: this contains 24 thermography images in RGB space. In order to produce diagnostic quality infrared images, certain laboratory and patient preparation protocols stated in [8] were strictly adhered. Infrared imaging was performed in a controlled environment. The temperature of the imaging room was under control and was between 18°C and 23°C. The humidity was kept constant at the normal value. The room also was free from drafts and infrared sources of heat (i.e. sunlight and incandescent lighting). Finally, the patients underwent 15 min of waist-up nude and were ordered to put their hands on top of their heads in order to normalise the images so that an improved anatomic presentation of the breasts is provided.
(ii) Database 2: it has 165 breast thermography images of IUT_OPTIC. In order to produce diagnostic quality infrared images, certain laboratory and patient preparation protocols, stated in [8] and in Section 4.1, were strictly adhered.
(iii) Database 3: Moreover, the algorithm was applied on the images presented in [12] (database 3). The images of this database are inherently low contrast (in comparison with images of databases 1 and 2). Accordingly, a reasonable pre-processing algorithm was designed to enhance the contrast of images of the database before further processing. In fact, we apply (4) and (5), which maps pixels with small intensities to smaller ones and pixel with high intensities to higher values.
Since in this study directional SUSAN algorithm uses two directional masks, in each enhanced image the oblique boundaries of left and right breasts are emphasised. For each enhanced images, one DSG image is constructed by addition of two output images of directional SUSAN algorithm. After that, these produced DSG images are multiplied and final DSG image is produced.
Parameter initialisation
In Table 1 parameter initialisation and the other database characteristics are presented. We set 12 for the threshold for labelling a pixel in stage E. Accordingly, to detect pixels in disconnected region, 9 is set for right breast and 20 for left one. Moreover, for some patients with many hot vessels, the DSG image must be cleaned in order to detect the boundaries accurately. To this end, a window in the centre of each breast is considered. Then based on the mean and variance of pixels in the window in the DSG image, the cleaning procedure is done.
Results
For our experimental evaluation, we used a PC with Intel (R) Core (TM) i-5 3337U CPU 1.8 GHz and 4 GB RAM and simulation of the proposed segmentation algorithm is done in MATLAB 2010. The built in Canny edge detector in the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox is used. Results show that the presented algorithm can properly separate two breasts from background and from each other. To show the capability of the presented work, the results are evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively in the following section.
Qualitative analysis:
In an attempt to show the results qualitatively, in Fig. 8 examples of breast thermography images of database 1, their extracted boundaries by an expert, (MD. Taghizadeh S. who is a qualified specialist with over 12 years on breast thermography image analysis), the results of final boundary detection and right and left breast extracted by the proposed method are presented. Moreover, the algorithm is applied on the images of database 2 and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . In addition the method is applied on the images of database 3 in [12] . As shown in Fig. 10 , the proposed method can determine boundaries of the breasts perfectly and the results of the algorithm is compared with that of LSF and BSP which shows the compatibility of our algorithm with that of LSF and BSP.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the extracted boundaries by this study are acceptable. In addition, it is shown in Fig. 8 that left and right breasts are properly separated from each other.
Continuously, it is clear from Fig. 9 that ROI are extracted sufficiently by the presented approach which determines left and right breast regions and also separate them from the background.
In Fig. 10 regions of interest segmented by the presented scheme, LSF and BSP methods are provided in the first column. In Fig. 10, the results of the algorithm is compared with that of LSF and BSP which shows the capability of our algorithm. In order to show the extracted boundaries obviously, ROI segmented by the ground truth and the presented method are shown in the second column. It is notable that the ROI extracted by the proposed method have at most perfect matching to their respective ground truth images. Fig. 10 shows a comparison of extracted boundaries between the presented method and both LSF and BSP methods. As shown in Fig. 10 , the method has the ability to determine the boundaries properly in the middle of two breasts, region T. According to the marked parts (in region S) in Fig. 11 , it can be seen that inaccurate boundary detection of the LSF and BSP algorithms are their weakness. Moreover, the results of this investigation show the strength of this study for determination of acceptable bottom boundaries. It is obvious that neither LSF nor BSP can determine the exact bottom breast boundaries for right breasts of cases c and d and for left breast of case b. At last to show the validity of the presented study quantitatively, results of the computed measures for the images shown in Table 2 and Fig. 8 , are presented in the next part (Table 2) .
Continuously, the measures are calculated for the result images of database 3 that are given in Table 3 . It is obvious from Table 3 that the results are comparable with LSF and BSP methods. It is shown that specificity, negative predictive, positive predictive, sensitivity, Youden index and ROI index of our algorithm is comparable with that of LSF and BSP methods, while the accuracy and efficiency measures of our algorithm is better than those algorithms for the images in the database.
Quantitative analysis:
To validate the proposed scheme, first we calculate eight measures which were stated in [12] for the results of our algorithm applied on the images shown in Fig. 8 . Especially, we make use of Youden and ROI indexes shown in (6) and (7).
Youden index = Sensitivity + Specificity − 1
ROI index = (100) × (1 − Accuracy + Positive predictive + Negative predictive )
Youden index was suggested by Youden in 1950 [25] . Its value ranges from 0 to 1, and has a zero value when an algorithm determines the same rate of positive results for pixels in and out of ROI, that is, the test is useless. A value of 1 indicates that there are no false positives or false negatives, hence the method is perfect.
In [12] combinations of overlap measures was considered in order to have adequate conditions that only one number is able to condense all of this information consistently. In [12] , a combination of accuracy, positive predictive value and negative predictive value was proposed. This index was developed on the basis of what it is expected to be in a ROI for medical purpose. For tumour detection, the accuracy and the predictive measures of the results are much more relevant than the sensitivity and specificity. To make the index more related to the usual perception of distance (i.e. least values present closer results) it is subtracted from 1, and in order to be represented in percentage, it is amplified 100 times [12] . Hence, a smaller value of ROI index presents a better result. It is clear that evaluation measures of this algorithm shown in Table 2 are acceptable.
Discussion
Although in the most previous works, initial points were selected manually, in this study they are automatically chosen. On the other, Hough transform is used only for calculation of initial points, accordingly non-sensitivity to small changes in curvature or concavity is a proper specification of the algorithm.
In this work, we make use of Canny gradient image as an axillary for detection of breast boundaries. Because Canny algorithm is sensitive to noise and as shown in Fig. 4 ( Step 1, third Block), its gradient image has many points out of the breast boundaries. Therefore, exact breast boundaries are not effectively achieved using this image and accordingly the approach will be really time consuming. To this end, we use SUSAN edge detector and two masks are chosen to produce DSG image with emphasis on oblique useful edges and omitting undesirable ones. Since in this scheme breast boundary is grouped in to three regions and the algorithm of boundary detection is different for each part depending on the region property, simulation results show that this method can properly extract breast boundaries with overall higher yield. In fact, it is shown that the method has the ability to determine the boundaries properly in the middle of two breasts. In addition, the results of this investigation show the success of this study for determination of acceptable bottom boundaries. Moreover, for the images which are inherently low contrast, a reasonable pre-processing algorithm was designed to enhance the contrast of the images before further processing. Qualitative and quantitative analysis are performed to demonstrate the remarkable capabilities of the proposed approach.
Finally, total execution time of the MATLAB implementation of the presented algorithm was presented in Table 1 . As a matter of fact, SUSAN algorithm takes considerable amount of total execution time in order to process each pixel in the main image and continuously to produce DSG image. Run time of the algorithm can be improved in the future work for online applications. The simulation results verify the acceptable performance and capability of the proposed boundary detection algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a directional SUSAN image boundary detection of breast thermogram. At first, Hough transform is used to find the centre point of each breast following manual removal of the armpits. Then initial points of each breast were automatically calculated. Next directional SUSAN edge detector was used by two masks to create a DSG image with emphasis on oblique useful edges and omitting undesirable ones. Then cubic parabolic interpolation is applied and a set of points on bottom breast boundaries is determined. Continuously post processing is carried out to correct undesirable pixels. Collections of the points on the leftmost and rightmost body boundaries are calculated using Canny gradient image. Finally intersection of two sets that include of outermost body edge points and the points on the bottom breast boundaries is calculated. Experimental results confirm the acceptable performance of the proposed boundary detection algorithm. Statistical measures are shown the successability of the presented scheme with that of LSF and BSP algorithms. The developed algorithm hence provides a useful tool as a first stage in the automatic or semiautomatic analysis.
